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EXPLOSIVEVAPORIZATION OF SMALLDROPLETS

S%’)iti H Chmws

Theoretical Division Los Alamos National Laboratory, MS-P371

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545.

A) “Self similarity in Ehzctrohydrodgnamics”, S.tl. Chitanvis, /7&sicaA

(1986), in prln?.

B)”High energ~ laser Interactions with watw droplets”, SY1.

Chitanvis, APP. @~ 24,3552,(1985)

C) “Explosion of watw droplets”, S.Il. Chitanvis. A@. C@l 25,1b37

(1986)

ABSTRACT.

We have created a model of the explosive vaporization of smal I droplets

bg the absorption of mergg from a high emzrgg laser beam. The model

consists of a polarlzable drop of fluid interacting with laser rtiiatlon. A

crlterlcm for the exploslon of the droplet has bem introduced.

Selfslmilarlt~ is Invoked to reduce the spherically s~atric prOblQm

involving hgdrod~namics and Maxwell’s equations to simpl~ quadrature.

We point out that there is experimental evidence in f aver of our mOdQ1.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In an aarlier papar~ (her@after raferred to as 1) we reported the

serendlphous event that the combined equations of Maxwel I and those of

~drod~namlcs admit a selfslmllar set of solutions. The main reason
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self similarity/seal i~ works is that Maxwell’s equations (source-free)

as wel I as the hgdrocl~nam!c equations (source-free) have no scale

associated with them per se. It Is the particular ph@cal problem b~ing

solved that sQts its own scale. It is thereforQ no surprise that WhQn

QIQctromagrwtic waves intaract with mattcw fialds in thQ h~drodgnamic

regime, seifsimilarity survives as well.

We realized that some details in our earlier modell had been left

unclear, especially In the way some of the parameters could be related to

measurable quantities. We therefore made changes in the source term to

be used In the hgdrod~nam[c equations. This led naturall~ to an elegant

model which turned out to be more realistic than our preVhUS oW. We

can now makQ spQcif ic predictions of how a high Qrwrgg laser will

vaporizQ a small droplet (thQ initial radius a. of thg droplQt is ~<

incident wavelength A).

We havQ Introduced simple criterion for the explosion of droplets

viz., thQ absorbed energ~ is greater than the energg due to Surface

tension.

We now have a better ph~slcal picture of the exploslon process,

coupled to a better kW#lQd#2 of the Iimhat 10nS of our approach to this

prOblQm. In particular, our modQl Is r!gorousl~ valid for short PU!SQSof

Qhzctromagnetic radiation. On thQ othar harut, it ma~ turn out that our

assumpt~on that thQ radius of the drop {6 hcreashg lkwarl~ h the ma~

ghu an adequate average description of the exploslon process fw longer

PUIMZS as well.
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Il. THE PHYSICAL PROBLEtl.

We have taken a simple criterion for the explosive vaporization of the

droplet. We shall suppose that the incident laser radiation dumpe ener~

into the droplet at a high rate so that the droplrzt becomes supQrheatQd2

i.G!., entQrs a mQtastablQ liquid statQ in which thQ tQmpQraturQ rk

abovQ thQ usual boiling temperature. Following a c0fWQnti0n211 picturQ of

explosive vaporizat ior$2 thQ mQtastablQ I iquid goes into a vapor phase

“instantaneousl~” (via the formation of minisculQ bubblQs) at a

temperature *0.8TC Tc being thQ critiCal tQmpQraturQ of thQ liquid. We

then sa~ the vapor in the drop w:II expIodQ [f the energ~ absorbed per

unit volume during the duration of the pulse Is gm!ater than the pressure

duQ to thQ surfacQ tQnsion of thQ liquid sUrrO@ing thQ vapor bubb!Qs. To

gQt an OrdQr of magnitudQ estimatQ, we write the following inequalit~:

d I ~p ‘> 2d/aO (2.1)

where M’ = */ao, a bQing the dimensionless f’lie absorption af f iciencg,

1 iS the intensit~ of the Incident laser radiation (pow@ r/Unit Wa), ~p is

pulse length, U is the surfacQ t$msion (72.Oe-3 N/m), and ao is thQ radius

of the drop. It turns out ihai for hggroscoplc aerosols with a * 10.0 Jim,

w’ w iOq/m, with I * 106 W/cm2 , VP - l.O~sec., [ M’ I Zp ] * 10’3 0 [

2cJ/ao ]. Thus thQ hwqualit~ in Eqn (2.1) is emi~ntl~ satisf led and ttw

droplet will explOdQ. ThusQ numbers arQ r@lQvant to the Kafalas and

Hermam3 e%perlment. Since Kaf alas and Hermam were tile to explode

their droplets, we clalm that our crlterlon for the exploslon of a droplet
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is consistent with at least one set of experiments.

If the wavelength of the laser radiation Is longer than the size of the

sphQrical droplet, it Is natural to assume that we shall have spherical

WmmQtr!i In t~ problem. Since the radius of the tiopiet k WMII

compared to the wavelength, we shall also assume the el@ctromagrwtic

and h@rod~namic variables inside the droplet var~ negliglblb, ami will be

taken to be a constant. Since our model is e~ected to be true for a short

time after the ex@osion begins, we shall assume that the densit~ within

is the unperturbed densit~. The temperature will be taken to be the

suptxheated tumperatwe2 Th + 0.8 Tc (Tc is the critiCa! temPQratu@,

and the velocit~ to b~ zero. The electric field Inskle is related to the

intensit~ 1 (power/area) ~:

(2.2)Ein = ~{(4Tf/c)l)

Mass, momentum, ener~ will be conserved at the explosion interface.

If the interface speed (related to the ener~ absorbed) is sufficientig

large, we wili have a shock wave at the interface, and Hugoniot

conditions applg. Otherwise we shal I take the ~dro-ic variabies to

be cOntifUous at the SWfac&

Since there are no free charges in the problem (we assume that tha

laser beam causes m ionization) V-E = 0, where E is the electric field.

111. SELFSIMILARITV (SCALING).

Usi~ spharical s~mmetr~, the h@rod~mical equations for mass md

momentum conservation are:

8p(rlt)/~t = - ( ~/&+ 2/r) (v(rot) p(r,t) ) (3,0
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p(r,t) (8v(r,t)/& + v(r,t)8v(r,t)/~r ) = -8P(r,t)/8r (3.2)

Tha equation for the conservation of merg~ is

f)(r,t)Cv ( ~/8t

where ~ is

+ v(r,t) 31& )T(r,t) =

- P(r,t)(~/&+2/r)v(r,t) + (M/8fl) Wat I E(r,t) 12 (3.3)

the specific heat at constant volume, T is the

temperature, E(r,t) is the electric field, and ot is the dimensionless I“lie

absorption coefficient. The first term on the right hand side of Eq.(3.3)

denotes the “usual” cooling due to expansion The second term represents

the temporal rate of absorption of the electromagnetic field energg. In

our previous paper we had taken this term to be proportional to E2, so

that It was not clear how the proportionallt~ constant was to be

determined. This twm allows a more elegant set of selfsimtlarity

transformations.

In the Lorentz gauga, I’laxwell’s equations for a ck?formable,

polarizable medium with no free charges can be written in terms of the

electric field alone:4

(l/cOa ~2/&2 - V2 ) E(r,t) = b V ( V“(p(r,t) E(r,t)))

+ tJ~a(p(r,t) E(r,t))/8t2 (3,4)

V=E(r,t) = O (3.4a)

whQr@

b = -)(o/~oCo (3.5)

~ = -PoxoOoco (3.6)

Here, co Is the speed of I ight. Equation (3.4] derives its form from the

fact that we took the polarlzt!bllit~ X(r,t) to be:



IKrtt) = (XO/pO) p(r,t)
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(3.7)

In othw words, an external beam dumps erwg~ in the medium,

changing the densitg, velocit~, temperature of the medium; a change in

thfz dms]t~ of the medium must necessarily affect the refractive index of

the medium, which in turn must chang~ thfz fzlectromagnetic fields

thems~ives. Equations (3.4)-(3.7) represent a model for the interaction

of polarizable media with electromagrwtic fields. po, Co, PO refer to the

undisturbed medium.

Thus, we have the hgdrod~namic variabies and the electromagnetic

fieids “drivhg” each other.

In order to satisf~ Eqn(3.4a), we assume circular polarizatiort

E(r,t) = ~ E(r,t) (3.8)

where ~ is the unit vector in the azimuthai direction in spherical

co-ordinates. Since f-r = O, Eqn(3.4a) is automatically satisfied. Note

that we have imposed radiai sgrnmetr~ on the electromagnetic f ie[ds,

just as we did on the ~drodgnamic fields. In our previous paper,f we had

assumed a radial polarization Equation (3.4) then takes the form

[ l/c02 ~2/Bt2 - ( 82/8r2 + (2/r) 8/Or ) ] E(r,t) = u82(pE)/8t2 (3.9)

The terms involving the space derivative of p(r,t) have dropped out.

The reason is that the electric fields are assumed to be polarized in the

~ direction and hence are “transvarsa”. These transverse fields then

cannot excite the densitg along the radial/”longitudinal’ direction

Since we are considering an explodirg drop, there are two relevant

dimemional parameters, viz,, ttw energg densit~ c inskte the droplet (we
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include in c the pressure and the electromagnetic field energg density)

which SUPPIIQS the explosive energ~, and the densitg P(0) of the ~ro~ol

at the time of the explosion The simplest wa~ to get a length parameter

Out of thesQ IS:

FI - {(f/p(o)) t (3.10)

where t is the time variable. We shall therefore assume that the

surface of the aerosol is expanding at a uniform speed. Let this speed be

c. Thus, the radius of the aerosol is:

R$t) = C (t+tO) (3.11)

(3.lla)

whQrQ to is some initial time, M is the dimensionless Mie absorption

coefficient, i is th~ intensit~ of the Iaww (power/arQa), a. is the initial

radius of the droplet. ~ is given in the long wavelength limit in Mie

theorg by:s

01= 4 (2fiao/A) Im { (#(A) - I)/(r?(A) + 1)) (3.llb)

In Eq. (3.llb), a. Is the initiai radius of the dropiet, X is the incident

wavelength, and n(~) is the compiex refractive index.

These considerations hold for a short tima after the e~plosion

starts.G After a iong time,G ~(t) - tl’a, which is indicative of diffusive

behaviour.

If wo now makQ the following ansatze:

p(r,t) = P’(O (3.12)
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v(r,t) = v’(~) (3.!3)

T(r,t) ❑ T’(t) (3.14)

E(r,t) = F’(t) (3.15)

whQre

~ = r/(c(t+to)) ● r/R~(t) (3.16)

We assume a perfect gas law for ease of computations:

(3.17)P(~)p-l(~) = RgT(~)

we get the followi~ set of coupled ordinarg differential equations

(after straightforward but somewhat lengthy algQbra)

dv(~)/d~ = 2Kz[(V(L)-~)2 - KZ(K3-l)T(L)]-~

[ (K3+l)V(~)T(L)/~ + K, C (d~d~ I F(t) 12, /(2p(t)) 1

(3.18)

dT([)/dt = -)c3T(c)(dv(!)/d<+ 2v(c)/c)/(v(~)-g)

‘)(, ~(d/clc I F(t) 12, /(@ (v(~)-~)) (3.19)

d~(~)/d~ = - ~(~)(dv(g)/dg+2v(c)/L)/ (V(~)-~) (3.20)

d2F(~)/d2~2= -2F(t)/L (3.21)

where p,v,T,F are normal jzed functions as defined below

p(t) = p’(t) /p(o) (3.22)

T(L) = T’(L)/T(()] (3.23)

V(E) = v’(~)/c (3.24)

F(t) = F’(~)/F’(<=?) (3.25)

where ~to) Is the densit~ of the droplet at the surface, T(o) Is the

temperature of the drop at the surface, and c is the speed of the surface.

Also
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)(1 = oc I F’(~=1) I z/(8fiCvT(o)p(o)c) (3.26)

)(2 = RgT[o)/C2 (3.27)

K3 = Rg/Cv (3.28)

It is important to point out that thQ Spf2Qdof light co is much grQatQr

than c, the sp~ed of the expanding surfacQ. Ati in Eq. (3.21) for F(g), we

havQ negiectQd terms of the order of c/co. In other words, we are not

looking for the transient response of the electric fields, but rather the

“long-t~rm” effects of the hgdro@namic fields on the electric fields. As

a consequence of this and the fact that WQ assumed a circular

polarlzat Iom we find that there is no longer an explicit dependence on

a~ of the h~drodgnamic variables. Nevertheless, the invocation of

self -similarit~ to describu thQ combirwd dynamics of the electric fiulds

and th@ hydrodynamic f ialds presupposes an implicit comect ion betwwm

the two t~es of fields.

in reference 1, we had to scale E(r,t) b~ {t to obtain selfsimilaritg.

In the present model, this undesirable feature tms been eliminated.

For sufficiently large c, the boumlarg conditions on the matter

variables are given bg the Hugoniot conditions because at the explosion

interface between the droplet and tha air around it, it would be safe to

assume that that mass, momentum and energ~ are conservc?d. Thus:

(Rg/c2)T(l) f)(l) = 2/(Tto1(2f+l)) - (@/((ti+O) (Rg/T(o)c2) (3.29)

p(l) = [(%-1)/(?f+l) + T(l)][l+(ti-1)/(ti+l) T(1) ]-f (3.30)

v(1) = 2 ( T(1) -1 )/($-1 + (ti+l) T(l))
/ (3.31)
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These boundarg conditions obviouslg preserve the self -similmitg of

the hgdrodgnamic variables.

If c is not large enough to obtain p~sicallg meaningful solutions to

eqns.(3.29)-(3.31) the mattQr variablfzs am! assumed to be continuous

across ttw surfaca.

We obtain F’(!) bg consideri~ a temporally flat laser pulsQ, so that:

IF’(l)IZ = (4fl/c) I (3.32)

In addition WQ havE F’(C -> 00) --0, so that

F’(t) = F’(1)/~ (3.33)

The first-order ordinar~ ~dro~namical equations are solved b~ the

Euler method with a f Irst order predictor-corrector correction We start

at th@ surface ~ = I and propagate thQ solution outwards. The codQ was

tested in the absQncQ of any ekctric fidd (F’(g) ~ O), in the Iirwarized

regime where anal~tic solutions can be easilg found.

IV. THE SOLUTION.

We chose to work at A = 10.6 flm, 1 = 10? W/cm2, tp = 1.0 ~sec., a. =

10.0 pm and we took the super-heated temperature of the vapor within

to De * 380°C in order to approximate the ph~sical sltuatlon in the

experiment of Kafalas and Hermam3 To be accurate, Kafalas and Hermam

allowed the pulse to go b~ and then observed the subsequent explosion

WQ attamptad to dt?scriba tho post-irradiation h@o@namics in an

Qarl ier papQr.F We now wish to model the _tcs while the laser pulse

is still on

Figure 1 clearlg demonstrates a shock tube t~e of behaviour in which
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a la~er of vapor is formed, with a shock front at the head Figure 2

demonstrates the existence of a shock wave In the veloclt~ profile.

However, the v(~) is now increasing at the shock front, In contrast to the

densitg prof ilQ, as if to consQrvQ 1/2 ~v2. Figure 3 demonstrates a

COOI ing curvQ in the temparaturQ. ThQ droplat In this case acts as a

source of heat and the temperature decreases swag from it. Figure 4

SIIOWS the e!Qctric field. In al I four figures, the variables eventual Iy

decrease to their ambient levels.

It is unf ortmate that we calmt do more to comparecur results with

experimental observat ions.3 This is because the schlieren photographs In

reference 3 are not clear enough to provide even a qual itatlve prof Ile of

thQ lagQrof vapor depictQdin Fig. 1. We arQ not aware of a similar

experiment bg a~ othQr group dQpictinfJ spherical s~mdry and

providing details of th~ densit~ profhi, Qtc.

The shortcoming of our model is that it strictl~ applies onl~ for a

short time after the explosion begins. This problem ma~ be overcome b~

linearizing a morQ complicated temporal behaviour of the surface in

small time sllces, and then appl~lng our model in each time slice. In

addltionj we have ignored the ambient medium. This means that we

cafnot stud~ thQ shock wavQ that will propagate in tho air surrounding

thQ droplet.

We would like to coludude that tha process we have modeled here is

more violent In nature than the phenomenon of convective viiporlzat ion

studied b~ R.L, Armstrong et a:.” Convectlv~ vaporization presumabl~
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takes place when the inqualitg in Eqn (2.1) is not satisf led.
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